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Solar Power
Redefined.

Generate more energy with less

space, hassle and cost.

2021
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The Team

Founders

Yousef Hamza

Igor Morozov

Partner & CEO

Founder & CTO

Has advised and supported over 3,500 entrepreneurs

Over 14 years of experience with solar energy sources

Manages a portfolio of successful SMEs globally

Over 20 years of experience in IT & Software solutions

Was Managing Partner of the largest angel investing network in

Has managed multiple blue-chip solar energy projects across Europe
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Intro

Revolutionising the way renewable energy is
harnessed using efficient solar energy
solutions.
ATHL was founded with the aim to revolutionize the way renewable
energy is harnessed and consumed around the globe.
Our disruptive and hyper-efficient solar energy solutions exponentially
improve solar generation outputs, whilst simultaneously reducing cost
and space requirements.
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Vision

Creating sustainable solutions for
everyone, everywhere
Lead the renewable energy market into a new era with unprecedented efficiency.

Pioneer a future with a greatly reduced carbon footprint.
Be regarded globally as the premier energy firm for responsible and sustainable solutions.

Mission

To make solar energy more efficient and practical
Revolutionize energy production across both commercial and consumer verticals.

Empower governments and public sector entities with the most economical energy generation solutions.
Become the first-ever power generator providers for city-specific environments.
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ATHL’s Difference

About Us

The Dilemma
Typical solar panels use organic solar cells,

Flat solar panel systems are required to be

that have a limited lifespan of approximately

placed in open areas and utilize plenty of surface

25 years

area

If even 5%-7% of a typical solar panel is

Traditional solar panel systems are centralized, hence, either

covered in dust, it will not be able to function

create bottlenecks for power transfer, or require more cables to

normally

avoid power outages

Our Solution
Our solar cells are non-organic and

Our power generators can be stacked in tower form,

can last decades if undamaged

utilizing

less

surface

area

and

allowing

for

urban

environment placement
Our panels require cleaning

Our tower systems do not require centralization and are

just once every 6 months

encapsulated, hence, If one tower is disconnected, the building

being powered will still receive energy
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Services

Solar Solutions
Power Generators

Solar Smart Poles

•

For consumer and commercial use

•

Street and highway lights designed to avoid shadows

•

Can be used to power both villas and large buildings, including towers

•

Street lights can be installed in parks, beaches and residential areas

•

Mounted on flat services

•

Highway lights are more powerful, with increased energy absorption and output

•

Energy can be both consumed and stored

•

Both are equipped with advertising space

•

Receives and absorbs solar energy from any angle

Solar Advertising
•

•

Smaller Scale

Advertising space created by attaching advertising rollers onto solar powered

•

For consumer and commercial use

platforms, either in public spaces or on street lights

•

Can be used to power both villas and large buildings, including towers

Displays are eye-catching, vibrant and are completely solar powered

•

Mounted on flat services

•

Energy can be both consumed and stored

•

Receives and absorbs solar energy from any angle

We offer game-changing solar energy products to disrupt and displace

traditional solar solutions.
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Solar Solutions

Power Generators
a

b

c

We bring clean energy sources to the
city, enabling buildings to receive power
from solar solar cube modules within
3kms of their location. Our power
energy systems are completely
modular, low-maintenance, last longer

and produce up to 5 times more energy
per square metre, making them ideal
for communities, buildings and

individual homes.
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Power Generators

Power Cube
•

Created using glass panels featuring non-

organic solar cells
•

Cubes can be connected and assembled to
form modular structures of different sizes

and specifications
•

1 cube is 5.76 square metres, absorbing
solar energy from all angles

•

Can be installed to fit any urban
environment
•

Rooftops

•

Courtyards

•

Backyards

•

City areas

•

Industrial zones

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Power Generators

Power Tower
•

Built using power cubes

•

Requires cleaning just once every 6
months on the outside, and once a week
on the roof

•

Can be built with over 9 levels of cubes

•

If the structure has a base of 34 cubes,
with 10 levels

•

Three of our Power Towers can power
an entire office tower

•

By comparison, it would take
approximately 2 million solar panels to
generate the same level of output

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Power Generators

Power Container
•

2.8m x 6m container housing 20 solar

cubes, which is enough to power the
machinery of a construction site, from offsite
•

Can be mobilized and shipped to any
industrial location

•

Ideal for construction sites without on-site

power that typically use diesel fuel
generators, however •

Diesel fuel generators create pollution and
noise

•

Our container generates no noise or
pollution, and has a significantly lower cost
of per kW

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Capacity Comparison

Power
Tower

Typical Mono/Poly Solar
Panel

•

34 cubes in one level x 10 levels

•

One panel has a capacity of 200W-350W

•

Surface area of 38.4 square meters

•

One panel size: 1.95m x 1m (1.95 square

required
•

metres)

10 levels with surface area of 38.4

square metres required

85% Less Space Required
Our Power Tower takes up less than 15% of the land mass needed for traditional solar panels to generate same output.
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Solar Solutions

Solar Smart Poles
a

b

c

We bring clean energy sources to the
city, enabling buildings to receive
power from solar solar cube modules

within 3kms of their location. Our solar
energy systems are completely
modular, low-maintenance, last longer
and produce up to 5 times more
energy per square metre, making them
ideal for communities, buildings and
individual homes.
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Solar Smart Poles

Solar Urban
•

6-10 meter poles for use on urban and

rural streets and roads, or in parking
bays
•

Urban Light Poles are designed specifically

for Streets, roads, buildings, and parking
bays where traditional poles still consume
large amounts of electricity and are

costing cities or companies large sums of
money on an annual basis.
•

They are typically 6-10 meters high and
come in a variety of different shapes and
sizes based on the specific requirements.

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Solar Smart Poles

Solar Motorway
•

10-13 meter poles for use on major

motorways
•

Unlike traditional light poles for
motorways, ATHL offers customized solar

light poles which can have up to two (2)
arms with a wind turbine in the center to
increase the power generation 24 hours a

day.
•

Can store energy for 10 hours of use

•

The panels are installed the same manner,
around the tube, and also comes with LED
decorative light, advertising space, and
WIFI features

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Solar Smart Poles

Solar Decorative
•

3-6 meter poles to light up rural paths and

urban parks
•

A perfect solution to accent and compliment
lighting with colours and bespoke designs.

•

Each pole is specifically designed to
accentuate existing décor in garden, beach,
driveway or public walkways.

•

These lights a perfect solution for
communities that want to accentuate public
areas with bespoke lighting

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Solar Solutions

Solar Advertising
a

b

We offer designer, fit-for-purpose and
multi-purpose advertising spaces that
can use solar energy to both power
surroundings and advertising boards.

Our solar advertising signage can be
either stand alone, or attached to street
lights.
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Solar Advertising

Advertising Signage
•

We use a roller system to display our ads

and can display up to 24 posters per
display
•

The display can operate for 24 hours a day

without the need for any electrical grid
•

Provides an additional revenue stream to
profit from clean energy

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Solar Advertising

Street Lights
•

Harnesses surplus power from the solar

street lights to light and power the
advertising roller
•

As with our advertising signage, street

light advertising boards can operate for 24
hours a day and can provide an additional
revenue stream to those utilizing them

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Solar Solutions

Smaller-Scale
a

b

The beauty of solar energy is that it has
a wide variety of applications and can
be harnessed through any object
exposed to sunlight. ATHL also offers a

number of other outdoor solar
solutions to help support a carbon
neutral environment.
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Smaller-Scale

Solar Bench
Taking an ordinary street bench and making it

more efficient. Adding solar panels to the
bench that can generate enough energy for
multiple purposes, including:

•

Light sources for the nighttime

•

Wireless phone chargers

•

Advertising space

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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Smaller-Scale

Solar Smart Bins
•

Bins which automatically open once you

get closer, minimizing contact without
compromising the Earth’s resources
•

Bigger than regular street bins and offer

advertising space to gain a return on
investment
•

Additionally, the bins will be able to emit

light at night.

* The technical specifications for each product could change based on the requirements and objective.
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